Beyond Imagination Part 3: The Matter of Matter
Looking out at the world around him at the things he could see and touch early Man would wonder what they were made of. To explain them, he did what he usually did. He used his imagination and then guessed. And while some guesses were better than others his misconceptions persisted for two-thousand years while he occupied his mind with less productive pursuits.
Until, one day, he began to think again. But this time, using a new approach. He began to understand the true nature of the elements and discovered new ones. And slowly, step by tentative step he discovered how they combined and what they were made of.
Atoms. Too small for his eyes to see yet laid bare by his inquisitive mind. He noticed patterns in their properties and found order in the chaos. But his curiosity remained unsatisfied. What were the atoms themselves made of? When he found out they could be split he began looking deeper. First, he found the electrons just a fraction of the atom's mass. He imagined them embedded within clouds of positive charge. But it was not long before he proved himself wrong. 
But now, freed from the shackles of unyielding dogma and superstition, he was allowed to change his mind. Suddenly electrons swirled about a tiny nucleus itself made of positive protons. But things were about to get stranger. Electrons were both particles and waves whose speed and position could never be known with certainty. The atom changed again with electrons shrouding the nucleus, riding on waves of probability. He foresaw the existence of new particles. Even new forms of matter. And then discovered them. Looking deeper and deeper each time.
And where did the atoms come from? Forged in the hearts of the stars. There, under unimaginable temperatures and pressures the lighter elements fuse to form their heavier cousins. Growing all the way up to iron. Then, as the star cools and pressure falls it collapses under its own gravity, until it explodes. The temperatures and pressures so intense that the rest of the elements are birthed in the heart of the inferno.
Elements that can now combine in almost limitless combinations. Including spiral strands of information that Man has learned to decipher. The code of life written by pure chemistry. But perhaps most remarkably, compared to the rest of the atom, the miniscule nucleus is like a fly in a cathedral.
The vast bulk of our material world nothing much more than… empty space. All that we touch just the repulsion of electrical charge. All that we see nothing but the play of light on electrons. 
All so much more fantastic than the fables created by Man. Whose limited mind is incapable of conceiving a world that is simply... Beyond Imagination.


